SELOY LIVE offers unique interactive glass and its renowned ‘Supercharged’ touch window solutions. Its parent company, Seloy Oy, boasts decades of knowhow in glass, windows and their derivative products. Seloy as one of the largest manufacturers of glass elements in Finland is a pioneer in manufacturing insulating glass units, and is now enabling SELOY LIVE to re-invent the possible uses of glass.

SHADE meeting room glass walls offer unrivalled flexibility thanks to an electronically adjustable transparency option, allowing toggling between fully transparent glass and non-transparent opaque glass – whilst a transparency dimmer function can also support up to six different opaque colour options. Seloy Live is also prototyping a new transparent/ opaque interactive touch-glass solution that combines SHADE and SENSE – functioning in both transparent and non-transparent mode. As well as being ideal for corporate meeting rooms, SHADE can also be used in public buildings to increase privacy, for example in hospitals to replace window blinds, or in retail store dressing rooms, hotel rooms, spas, product launches, even in private homes!

Seloy Live’s unique glass products can be utilised wherever a stylish and innovative surface is required, from retail to healthcare and anything and everything in between. Visualize a genuine retail shopping window, glass facades being utilized as marketing surface that won't block the view to the inside of the building; or boardrooms and lobbies with a new visual look that can be changed at the push of a button, depending on who's visiting! Imagination is the only limitation with Seloy Live solutions!
SENSE

A unique, state-of-the-art combination of a transparent insulating glass unit and interactive touch foil surface – enabling it to also function as a regular window when switched off – SENSE has already garnered a deserved reputation for innovation. Available in any size up to nearly 3 x 6 meters and suitable for both indoor and outdoor use, SENSE boasts a touch response rate of 5 ms and ‘true zero’ bezels (in other words, there are none!). The touch-technology is built securely inside the glass, extending the life of the product, and protecting it from vandalism, weather conditions, etc – as well as allowing surfaces to be washed and cleaned just like a normal window. SENSE brings a wow factor to any location!

SHINE

SHINE is a customised mirror solution product that augments existing professional displays – a unique proposition that is not limited to the size or shape of a display. When the content is switched off, SHINE functions and looks just like a regular mirror. When the content is on, it's clearly visible through SHINE. An integrated touch feature ensures that SHINE’s semi-transparent mirrored glass can support up to 100 touch points with a response rate of 5 ms. It is also available without touch functionality. SHINE adds mirrored wizardry to retail installations, hotels, bars, restaurants, museums, theme parks and hair salons – just to name a few examples!
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